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BUNNY PILLOW INSTRUCTIONS

Cut out your PDF pattern and sticky 
tape and joining pieces together.

PATTERN
Grey Pillow - Cut x 2
Grey Ears - Cut x 4
White Mouth - Cut x 1
White Eyes - Cut x 2
White Teeth - Cut x 2
White Pupils - Cut x 2
Pink Ear - Cut x 2
Pink Nose - Cut x 1
Black Eye - Cut x 2
Black Dimples - Cut x 6

1. Cut out the white pattern pieces by pinning the paper pattern to the material as shown below. 

You will also need bean bag fill, stuffing or foam to fill the pillow.



Cut out the black, pink and grey pattern pieces.

Now cut out the hold melt web for all of 
the white pattern pieces. 
Turn your iron down to a medium/low 
heat. 
Place the right side of fabric down 
against the ironing board so the wrong 
side faces you. 

Place the Hot Melt Web (sticky side) against the white material. 
Now iron the Hot Melt Web down so that it sticks to the material.

Now peel off the back of the Hot Melt Web so that it 
leaves the sticky layer on the fabric.



Repeat this step applying the Hot Melt Web to the back of the Black and Pink coloured fabric.

Place the Grey fabric on your ironing board with the right side facing you. 
Now place the white fabric bunny face pieces onto the grey material with the sticky side down against the 
fabric. Move them around so that you get an even placement and so the face sits in the middle of the pillow.

Gently Iron down these white fabric pieces once you are happy with the placement.



On your sewing machine get a scrap piece of material and sew a 
zig-zag stitch. Once you get a neat stitch setting to look like the 
image on the right you are good to sew. 

Note: If you find that your machine is missing stitches and not 
holding to the fabric to make a good zig-zag you may need to 
change your needle. We suggest using a heavy material needle if 
you are using felt or fleece.

Make sure you have white thread in your sewing machine. Now sew around all of the white fabric 
ironed to your Grey pillow piece.

Once all of your white material has been stitched down iron on your black pieces of material following 
the same steps.. 

Change your thread over to black. Now stitch down all of the black pieces of material.



You can now iron down the last remaining face pieces including the white pupils, pink bunny nose and 
attaching the pink ears down to the grey ear parts (as shown below). 

With white thread sew down the white bunny pupils. 

Change your thread to pink and now sew down the pink bunny ears and the pink bunny nose (as shown 
below).



This will be what you have now sewn. Including the bunny face completed and the bunny ears.

To sew the ears place the right sides together (pink applique will be inside) and sew around the outside of 
the ears. Do not sew where is says (keep this edge open as shown below left).

This will be the final sewn ears.



Cut around the edges making sure you don’t accidentally knick the stich line. Then turn the ears inside out.

Place the bunny ears above your face to get the right placement.

Now turn your ears directly down onto the face so the pink applique is down against your bunny face (as 
shown below).



Stitch your bunny ears down onto your fabric so they stay in place when attaching the final pillow back 
piece. You can stitch approximately 1/4 inch away from the edge.

Place the back pillow piece agaisnt the front of the pillow piece with the rights sides together (bunny face 
will be inside). As shown below. Pin all around the edge leaving a gap at the bottom which will allow you to 
put the stuffing inside.

LEAVE OPENHERE



Cut around the edge of the pillow being careful not to knick the stitch line. Turn the pillow inside out 
through the gap left over.

Through the whole left at the bottom of the 
pillow you can now stuff the pillow with stuffing, 
bean bag fill or even foam. Once you are happy 
with the feel of the pillow you can now sew shut 
the gap left over. To do this turn the edge into 
the pillow and pin in place. Then hand stitch this 
closed.

Your Pillow is now completed. 


